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Abstract
:"n
1
:his study concerns a method of align-
nent of nuclei for a gamma ray laser and a
:ears of achieving preferential emission of
radiation along the crystal axis These
ccroiderations are S:portant because it
t_y is not possible to achieve re-
I-cction of Gamma radiation in order to
ra°3 e phe,-. ns make multiple passes through
an active region.. Atomic alignment has
t_
	 achieved by naterials researchers who
¢.°.^e cede ccrposite structures composed of
Il e  single crystals all oath the
ea-t orientation and all pointing in the
..-_e din-eticn ccntnined in a matrix of
..alt or° nickel. TY.:- . ^•:paused method of
•ntlal eniss.cn ni' radiation along
rd cedles is to have a vyrmetric
d	 d.rn- at tho ucxeso Lnd a se^uenee
! _ 3els of spin and paritj 2 and
"*.	 r ; roposco	 -ill reduce the
cf cxcite3 sates required for
-r.0 reduce the linevidth due to
a^	 rua srda =min-_ O:cssbauer
_zt-L-Ion, eerere-
	 intended to test
-!:ae '_^?_•_., are _u-__ned.
? Introduction
_cal Review
Rsc.nt revi=!: srticles have indicated
ubotcnt ial difficulties that exist in
i inL a Eal-zaa ray lacer. 1 , 2
 The state
cf knc::led7e of the interactions of the
':-clews Arad its surroundings was insuf-
ficient to allow Uhcce who conceived the
c	 i,e ger.ma
 ^a rases to foresee
`any of the problems.
?erha:a the most difficult of the
--_-	 lyGrceived eroble:ts., how to obtain
-_ty of inverted states sufficient to
_ng„ is still with us. There is,
ra known funda 'ental limitation to
ac ieiding high densities and man's son-
` iuing of 'art to hake his poorer sources
;.°.ssicn reactors, fusion reactors and
particle accclerators) more powerful may
...,^eday wolve the intensity problem.5
An originally unappreciated problem,
fluctuating nuclear interactions with
eu: •r^urd imps that broaden nuclear
-_	 to the extent that resonant-absorp-
ion "rd s t ipulated er..ission are unlikely,
is	
-subject of this paper. Thestatic
Int'raction of the nuclear. quadrupole
,ipparted by NASA Grant: USG 3091
moment with an internal electrin field
gradient is considered as a means to
achieve:
1) energy level splitting
2) desirable directivity of the emitted
Gamma radiation
3) a practical physical material with
Geometry su l dable for a laser.
The conclusion of this paper unfortunately
will not give a solution to all of these
problems but is rather a suggestion as to
what nuclear energy le •:el configuration is
desirable far a gamma ray laser. These
considerations will serve to guide our
future experir,.ental research studies.-
General Considerations for peculation
Inversion	
-
To achieve population 'inversion of nuolmr
levels is not difficult if one-••takes ad-
van
t
age of beta decay and nuclear iso-
mer4-n. This is illustrated ::ith the decay
of	
113s,
115d
c0
^rlt 2l oom
39
ke
2 keV
,
11.1 in
A freshly separated source of 11355 will
decay into the isomeric. level of Ay3 1n and
population inversion ^:ill e::ist for several
hours; eventually the ground state popu-
lation increases and exceeds that of the
isomeric level.
Population inversion can be achieved by
nuclear reactions as sho-n by the example:
O"e 96	 50d
	
113 1n (n,F)	 l	 79 keV
0 c 4b..^i—^,, )2s.
1141n
i 
W
iE{4
F_
..	 . a .. "	 "	 a.	 a —s a	 ..	 a ..
nercv 7aeauirements
 .. a	 .•	 ..	 ".. ".	 c .... a...^.a a a	 r« e..+^-1
w(e) - 3 (ce- 2 0 + 4 cos s e) for Am - 0
The energy of the isomeric level is a These radiation patterns are shown in
consideration since the parasitic absorp- figure 2.
ties by atomic electrons is decreased for
more energetic, photons whereas the cross 	 - -
section for Et nulsted emission is pro-
pertConal to^L 2 and therefore favors low ^9wa	
-	
0=C
energy transitions.	 Another consideration
favoring low energies is Lhat photon
energies must not be decreased by the re-
coil of the emitting nucleus. 	 The so-
ca l led recoilless fraction decreases
„	 exponentially	 with increasing energy, i"^!	 T3L
1ng negligible above 150 keV. 	 In
t" Is note we are .proposing the use or only I
certain kinds of nuclear levels because
one can thereby achieve:	 1) unidirectional
Irarismission of gamma rays. 2)b y removing
level degeneracy ` photons with less spread
in energy than :aherwise and 3) an energy {	 yry	 2
atchills of the photon with the levels O1A	 -1
that are to undergo stimulated emission.
II. Proposal
_ectric CundrIlpole Transitions -
-. 0a. ^^a radiation emi". ed between nuclear
1--els of . :pin =nd parity 2 + and 0+ or 0+ t^L
d 2+ a + ual v	 apes transitions to or
^or	 ycleve'^s of the 2+ state since that
=	 x	 c"ts into m	 + 2, + 1 and 0.	 If .-•r'
-..-ere 	 c an electric fled gradient	 q
-' ae, is ari 1'_Y > =Tc„e is with respect to -	 -
-..z crystal axis then the sublevels split
as shown in figure 1, and the three
-
transitions em= + 2, Am =- + 1, and Am a 0
A^ - 0 are shifteU in energy as shown. ..
Fig.2	 Electric quadrupole angular distributions
for the three components of a 2+level.
w
Combining the information of the two
figures shows that the G:.: _ + 1 coaponent•
is emitted alcr^, the crystal axis with an
energy E r -I / B e  qQ	 If the energy
of the gamma ray is not too high and the
Debye temperature of the solid is appro-
priate then there may exist a large
fraction o recoilless pfiotcns, l?hen one
of these pfiotcns interacts with another
nucleus in the isomeric state then stimu-
lated emission will occur. However, only
the Am = + 1_transition will have an
energy match with the incident photon.
The garLna rays arisir.; from the other two
transitions would energe perpendicular to
the symmetry axis.
These ideas have been tested by carrying.
out I4ossbauer absorption experiments for
the 2++0+ transition. The absorption of
the recoilless pho
t
on in a I•J52 ,single
cry stal (hexagonal close paclred) which has
an electric field gradient along the c axis
at each tungsten nucleus gave the results
shown in figure 3a.	 Only a single com-
ponent, -;A = + 1, i8 resonantly absorbed
when the incident photon is oriented along
z	
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Fig. 1 Ener gy level splitting of 2+ level in a
field gradient and also showing the three
transitions to a 0+ level.
'he angular distribution of the gamma
radiation with respect to the symmetry
axis is given. by
!•7(e) = 2
	
4(1 -- cos 0 ) for Am = + 2
4;(e) = 1. (1 - 3 clo s e + 4 cos 4e) for
A:n=+1
r
s,
c axis. A similar resu)t is shown in
fi^,Ure 3b for
-
	hoton of the 2+-0+
Transition in 	 III , tJhich was absorbed
In single crystal of hafnium metal.
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as a possible materials configuration.
The idea of the t;hisker configuration
can be combined with the aninotropic
distribution of the tm - + 1 quadrupole
transition. Nhat is required to do this 1s
an electric field gradient along the
whisker filament and the crystal structure
of the filament to be symmetric about the
whisker axis. The concept is shown in
figure 4.
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-19. 3a Hossbauer transmission experiment of the
2+ - 0+ transition In L OS, for the case
when the Incident photon Is aligned with
c axis of the crystal.
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velocity (mmisec)
Fig-3b Sime as 3a except the 2 +
-D+ transition
is transmitted in Hf metal single crystal
In both cases the results confirmed that
the Gm = + 1 transition is absorbed
parallel to the symmetry axis.
Filanentary 'Alianment of the Nuclear
Isomers
It was recognized by the inventors of
the gamma ray laser concept that the
alignment of the active atoms on a single
axis could solve the problem of thenon-
existance of mirrors with which to form a
cavi ty, whisks. crystal-.	 OsIggented.
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Fig.4 Schematic Illustration of nuclei in Isomeric
states /.r, l aligned in filaments and emitting
quadrupole radiation when'an electric field
gradient is present and'is in the filamentary
direction.
Most of the photons from Am- 12 and em=0
transiticns will be emitted out of the
whist<er; those few emitted along the whisker
axis will be shifted in energy from the
6m=±1 photons. The axially directed, dm=11
photons will have less enerr,y spread than
would photons from a degenerate 2 +
 level.
Directionally Solidified Eutectics (DSE)
Materials scientists are worlting on the
development of reinforced materials where
the strengthening members are file^.ents or
lamellae of a preci pitated eutectic. The
precipitates are single crystal and
alir.ied and are often spaced in a rather
rer,ular array in the matrix alloy. Such
a material is shown in figure 5, a SEM
view of a directionally solidified rod of
nominal composition Co-15 Cr-20 Ni-10..5
Hf-,qc; prepared by V G. Aim of NASA's
Lewis',  Research Center. 8
 In this case the
precipitate is HfC and the matrix nuiterial
has been etched away to show the protruding
HfC filaments.
SEM OF DIRECTIONALLY SOLIDIFIED
Co•25N1-SCr-3A1 . 8.3 M-1.1 2r-0.7 C EUTECTIC ALLOY
("NASA HAFCO-102"1. R • : CM(HR
3-3p
Fig-5 Structure of directionally solidified
TaC-15Cr-20N1-Co alloy.
The DCE alloys offer an obvious
solution to the gamma ray laser require-
ment for alirr.ed nuclei. :he requirement
of symmetry an! an electri c_ field rradi.ent
along the filanent can be achieved in
eith°r two .:ays:
1) the precipitate can have a crystal
structure whI h has isotropy about a
crystal axis and the crystal axis is
Q...1 ..	 CL.,., 	 0.11 C.\0.1.1111C
of such a structure is tungsten disulfide,
a hexagonal cicce pac'red crystal, or
2) the precipitate can have an izotropic
structure, e.g., cubic, and be strained
in the filamentary dire_*_ion by differ-
ential expansion coefficients be t ween the
precipitate and the matrix. The strain
of the crystal would be expected to destroy
the syr'.netry in the strir, dir,,cticn and
give rise to an electric field gradient.
Alditional considerations favor the
0 +2 sequence, 1.e., the 13creric state
should be the 0 + and the lower state 2+
and both states should be above the ground
state. With this arrangement, there will
be no nuclear absorption of the recoilless
gamma rays and there :•rill be no broadening
of the 0 level d,.a to the stochastic
field gradient or magnetic fields at the
nucleus since a 0 + state has no moment.
The only factor then broadening the 0
level will be the inhomo(genous isomer
shift. We prefer the 2 + level to be short-
lived, then its natural width will be
far larger than the isono!r s!:Ift, thus an
energy match between the recoilless ;za:tma
ray and the energy difference between
0+-2+ is assured and stimulated emission
can occur.
The question as to whether the preferred
nuclear level arranp-rent exists p an only
be ans:•:ered by research. studies in
isomerism. A number of known 0+-.2+ isomers
are given telow.
	
0+	 1.836 Mev	 0.3ns
Ca
	
20422+
	 1.524 MeV
937 Mev
	 22.8ns
72Se
	
2+	 .962 MeV
	
n+	 1.2153 MeV	 3.6ns
70 Ge 	 ^
	
2	 1.0396 Hev
.824 MeV
188HU
	
2+	 .413 MeV
Mossbauer absorber measurements will
be made usin., the HfC reinforced composite
as the absorber of the 93 1:"V ga-ra f: • , ^M
the e-+.0+ transition in l i Hf. If tl:a
HfC has become noncubic, this should be
detectable in the shape of the absorption
line.
Preferred Lr ••el Arran?ement
As we have indicated, a lo. -lived
iv m p r havjn a spin sequence of levels
2 i0+ or 0 -2+ in a host having an
axially s;-,=etric field gradient will
provide dire^'e'_ gn=_a radiation.
Isomeric states with longer lifetimes
should be sought for the ga:".ns ray lanor.
in addition to the traditional islands of
Isomerism, many q,:i ip^rticle :fates,
bandheads of de•cc•._- ­ 3 bands and nuclear
levels with large changes in nuclear nhapc
may provide the longer-lived isomeric
slate of the 0 {+2 + type.
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((	 The rationale for searching for a
II	 nuclear isom-r W-th a 0+ spin and parity
end decaying by means or a 0*+2 + transi-
tion has been given. At this point no
suitable isomer is known. The direction-
s	 ality of Li%ission which a laser requires
can be achieved in filamentary structures
I'	 <-ith symmetry about the filamentary axis.
:Caterials research in directionally
Solidified, precipitate reinforced, alloys
j	 nnuld be watched for developments which
( may nave the symmetry and electric field
Zradient rrq'uired to achieve directional
gamma ray emission.
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